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ABSTRACT

DEM modelling for the simulation of railway ballast comprises three main steps. Shape modelling,
choice of contact law together with calibration of the needed parameters using bulk experiments and
finally the validation with experimental data not used for calibration. The authors promote a so-called
balanced approach, where each point is kept as simple as possible but still as complex as needed.

This contribution presents a shape analysis of two types of railway ballast. This step is seen as basis for
further DEM shape modelling efforts, which aim at using simple shapes, which still capture the simulated
bulk behaviour correctly. In the presented shape analysis focus is laid on the characterisation of particle
angularity using 3D scanner data. A curvature-based angularity index is introduced: the scaled Willmore
energy. Angularity is characterised correctly in several tests, including analytic test bodies, the 3D scans
of ballast and artificially rounded versions of theses scans. A complete shape analysis of the scanned
ballast stones is conducted and no difference between the two types of ballast can be seen regarding
form, angularity, roughness, sphericity or convexity index, [1].

The influence of the used contact law and its calibration was already addressed in [2]. For the same
two types of railway ballast (for which the 3D scans have been carried out) uniaxial compression and
direct shear tests were conducted (measurement data is openly available at zenodo.org: [3]). In DEM
simulations the same particle shapes for both types of ballast, which is justified by the observations
from the conducted shape analysis. The used shapes were very simple by intention: clumps of three
non-overlapping spheres. Simulations with the Hertz-Mindlin contact law were compared to ones using
the Conical Damage contact law, see [5] and [4]. Only with the Conical Damage Model one set of
parameters was found such that simulation results of both compression and direct shear test agreed well
with the experimental measurements.

Starting from the presented shape analysis and the experience gained with the above mentioned three-
sphere clump, the construction of simple shapes for DEM simulation will be addressed next. First results
will be presented regarding the influence of the developed simple shapes on packing, compression and
shear behaviour.
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